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Happy December, North
Stars!
For those looking for an
educational way to start
2017, be sure to
mark January 20-22 on
your calendars – the annual TCTELA conference
takes place in Fort Worth
this year, and we have several exciting speakers,
events, and sessions
planned to re-energize
both you and your students.

Look forward to hearing
from Jeff Wilhelm, Penny
Kittle, Shanna Peeples,
Neal Shusterman, and
Sharon Draper (to name a
few), and in addition to the
traditional Friday and Saturday luncheons, we’ve
added a Sunday breakfast
with some of our authors.
We’re also looking for volunteers to help us facilitate these events. If you’re
going to the conference
and want to lend a hand,
let us know and we can

Let us help you
teach writing.
www.northstaroftexaswritingproject.org

Points of the Star
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Re-visioning

North Star of Texas Writing Project

Contact Us!
NSTWP.Denton@gmail.com
Follow us on Twitter: @NorthStarTxWP
Like us on Facebook: North Star of Texas Writing
Project—a National Writing Project Site
For newsletter entries, comments, or questions,
please contact Amber Counts, newsletter editor,
at ambercounts@gmail.com. Entries for the next
edition are due by February 28th, 2017.

add you to the volunteer
list. Whether for an hour
or four helping at the
luncheons, facilitating
speaker sessions, or even
working the registration
table, friendly faces and
hardworking hands are
welcome in making TCTELA
2017 the best conference
to date.
Those interested in volunteering can e-mail Allie
McCarron
at megateacher12@gmail.
com for more information.
If you can’t make the
whole conference, you can
always join us for a day,
since it’s right in our backyard. Check
out http://www.tctela.org/
2017-conference for either
mail-in or online registration options, but be quick
*rates go up
after December 16th.
We hope to see you there!

The TCTELA Local Arrangements Team
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Five-Point Bulletin

Desde del Oasis del Norte: Dichos de la Estrella del Norte :

(From the Oasis of the North: Dichos from a North Star) By Juanita Ramírez-Robertson, PhD

The bustle of the holidays
this time of year often prompts many
of us to reminisce on the things we
are most thankful for. I have to admit
that as I become older, my way of
thinking has certainly changed. Material things seem of less importance,
and quantity and quality of time
spent with people is cherished more.
I recall the words of my family, Es
mejor dar que recibir (It is better to
give than to receive), and how these
wise words have transformed my life.
Thinking to my childhood, I remember that we lived a humble life with
simple beginnings. In the early years,
my father worked and my mother
cared for us at home. When both of
my parents started working outside
of the home, other family members
cared for us. There were continually
great examples of people helping
each other out. In our home, family
members and friends always seemed
to be living with us while they were
saving to make their way. My parents
continually worked, instilling in us a
strong work ethic, and they shared
everything they had with others:
food, clothes, housing, transportation, and a good piece of advice.
As a young adult, I recall the countless individuals who helped me
through many hardships. Being a single parent definitely presented its
own challenges, but church friends
were close by to offer encouragement and advice in raising children.
The fear associated with a career

change was overwhelming. Though
the willingness to work was never an
issue, treading the unknown and not
knowing if a career change might be
a good fit, be lasting work, or provide
enough to make a living was intimidating. Initially, one principal took a
chance on me. He was willing to offer
me employment as a classroom
teacher, and my life changed for the
best. Because of individuals who
were generous with their time, advice, and friendship, I was able to be
successful in my new line of work as
an educator. Over the years, fellow
teachers opened their classroom
doors to help me improve my craft as
a literacy specialist. As time passed,
fellow student colleagues offered
advice on a personal level, as well as
on an academic level, and offered
encouragement to continue going to
school, to finish, and to share my
work and ideas with others. The mentorship and advice countless professors and fellow graduates have provided have assisted me in accomplishing career goals I never dreamed
of. I feel gratitude for all the individuals (you know who you are) who have
contributed to the success of my family. To date, this career has been a
joyful endeavor that has spanned 15
years, and is still going.
As I transition into a mature age in
life, I realize the value of imparting
what I know to make a difference for
others. My father often reminds me
that what I have learned, no one can
take from me, and that what I have
learned, I can do anywhere. It is the
lessons and values that my family
have taught me that cause me to
contemplate how I best learned

those lessons. The precious time people spent with me played a big part in
shaping me into the person I have
become. It wasn’t too long ago that
my professors were mentoring me, or
that mothers of students were sharing their knowledge. The personal
touch certainly made a difference in
my understandings and my success.
So what do I do now, you ask? I plan
the many ways I can give back to pay
it forward. With all my life experiences, I look for opportunities to mentor
students, work and collaborate with
teachers and parents, and advocate
for all learners. The smallest gestures
can make the biggest difference:
sharing a kind word, sharing a smile
or hug, spending time reading or doing homework with students, eating
lunch together, exchanging ideas in
conversations, giving advice to former students, volunteering time, and
participating in service projects are
all ways of giving. Many of these examples only require of our time. You
never know the reach of your actions,
but I can honestly share from personal experience that the time others
invested in me was positive, and life
changing. As I reflect this holiday season, I am comforted by the sage dicho my family has continued to share
with me Es mejor dar que recibir (It is
better to give than to receive).
By Juanita Ramirez-Robertson, Ph.D.

Let America be America Again
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(Based on the poem “Let America be America Again” by Langston Hughes)
By Holly Genova
Let it be the place of dreams.
Let it be where freedom rings.
Where liberty and justice are for all.

America, you can be great again.
Just let America be America againA land that it has not been yet.
And yet, it must be.

This is America to me.
A place where the dreams that you dare to dream
come true.
A place where racist nightmarish schemes are crushed
by hope and love.
A place where freedom is free for everyone.
America is no longer America to me.
What have you become?
I am the woman who is driven by fear.
I am the white man who is driven by fear.
I am the black man who is driven by fear.
I am the Muslim man driven by fear.
I am the immigrant driven by fear.
I am the nation operating out of fear.
Why can’t you see?

You are now the woman who hears that she is nasty
because she has an opinion and men should just grab
her by the ______.
You are now the white man who hears that soon he
will be the minority, and he will lose the race to the
American dream.
You are now the black man who hears that he should
just follow the law, and he will not be shot.
You are now the Muslim man who hears that he
should blow himself up, and that he should change his
name so that people will not fear him.
You are now the immigrant who hears that they
should go home, so they carry shoes and clothes
afraid of deportation.
What happened to the land of the free?
The free? Who said the free? Not me?
Surely not me? I want to be great again.

A place where women and girls feel safe and secure.
A place where the content of your character is what
wins the race.
A place where we operate out of empathy.
A place where all of God’s children, Muslim, Gentile,
Jew, and Christian love one another.
A place where Lady Liberty once again welcomes
immigrants.
Oh Yes,
I say this plainly,
America is no longer America to me,
And yet I swear this oath—
America will be.
We the people must redeem. And make America,
America again.

Editor’s note: Referencing great poems as mentor texts works
well with students because differentiation is built-in. They can
follow the original format as closely (inserting their own words
matching parts of speech) or as little (matching only theme, for
example) as you direct them to do. They feel more comfortable
with a mentor text than they do if you simply ask them to write
a poem. As Holly demonstrates, it’s a great practice for us, too!
~A.C.
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Opening a Space to Help Others and the Spirit to “Lean In”
by Amy Rasmussen, North Star of Texas TC and education blogger at
ThreeTeachersTalk.com
I sat at the Heinemann breakfast at
NCTE listening to those who knew
and learned from him honor the legacy of Donald Graves. Penny Kittle began. She spoke of Don’s ever mindful
mission to “open the space to help
others” and how he had a “lean in”
spirit. Everyone he spoke to knew he
listened, knew he truly cared about
who they were as people as well as
who they were as teachers. Penny
said Don had a “settle the soul” effect
on those he encountered, even
strangers in an airport on the way to
NCTE after 9/11. In a time of turmoil,
Don publicly read poetry.
Every individual who spoke that
morning shared a credo, rooted in
the influence of Donald Graves.
We listened, enthralled in the passion
and purpose that bound us together
as educators -- all attending a conference intent on improving our practices to better instruct the children we
teach.
I have only felt this kind of community two other times in my career: once
at the University of New Hampshire
(UNH) Literacy Institute, the other at
the North Star of TX Writing Project
Invitational Summer Institute in 2009.
In class this week, my students and I
read a poem that lead to a discussion
about indelible moments, not just the
ones that mark us with memories we
cannot shake, but the ones that infuse us with new found understanding, new purpose, new hope. They
change us for the better.

My experience with North Star
changed me for the better. I owe a lot
to this writing project.
I had only been in the classroom
three years, and I was newly assigned
to teach AP English Language and
Composition. I didn’t have much of a
clue. That summer I met other educators, who like Don Graves, had that
“lean in” spirit. They knew how to
“settle the soul.”
Dr. Wickstrom lead with wisdom and
wit and listened as I expressed frustration about my lack of preparation
to teach an advanced writing class.
Kip Nettles demonstrated daily routines of writing workshop instruction
and modeled how these moves could
have lasting effects on writers.
I grew to love the other teachers who
attended that ISI with me that summer. We wrote. We shared. We
worked hard to learn the meaning of
authenticity in writing instruction.
We cried as we read our writing, and
we cried as we listened to the
heartfelt writing of one another.

Heather Cato showed me how to
“play” with technology and taught
me how to effectively use it for instruction. She became my dear
friend, thinking partner, and first
writing collaborator, and along with
Molly Adams, we started the blog
Three Teachers Talk.
Few people know the history of Three
Teachers Talk, but I tell it when I lead
professional development, which
thanks to an ever growing move to

Secondary Readers and Writers
Workshop has been quite a lot. In
that history are the roots of what
Don Graves modeled so ardently:
How do we open the space to help
others?

“...he truly cared about who they
were as people as well as who
they were as teachers.”

We started writing at Three Teachers
Talk as a way to share how we internalized what we learned through our
National Writing Project (NWP) experience. We wanted to help others
welcome authentic choice writing
practices into their instruction. We
wanted to stay connected as friends
and collaborators.
Molly and Heather have since moved
to other great spaces in their careers.
I am sure they write other places
now: Molly at her high school and
with NWP and Heather as a curriculum and instruction leader in her district. I follow stalk them and celebrate their successes. I will be forever
grateful for their listening hearts and
“lean in” attitudes, especially Heather
who shouldered me along at a time
when I wore heavy boots to work
each day.
It’s belonging to a community that
brings out the best in who we want
to become. When we surround ourselves with those with the same passion to learn and grow and share, we
learn and grow and share passionate-
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Opening
Space to Help Others and the Spirit to “Lean In”
by AmberaCounts
by Amy Rasmussen, continued...
Teaching in a Heated Political Climate

ly -- or at least we learn how to open
the spaces to do so.
Another North Star TC Amanda Goss
opened a space for me when she told
me about the UNH Literacy Institute
and that I could take a class from
Penny Kittle. I did, and my world
shifted. My teaching took on new
meaning as did my writing, and I met
the friends who now write with me at
Three Teachers Talk.
So many North Star TC’s have opened
spaces for me that have helped me
grow as an educator and as a human:
Audrey Wilson-Youngblood, Carol
Revelle, Dr. Patterson, Marla Robertson, Juanita Ramirez-Robertson, and
Holly Genova, Whitney Kelley, and
Amber Counts.
Thank you for “leaning in,” “settling
my soul,” and walking with me on my
journey to become who I want to become.
In the summer of 2013, I sat in a class
at UNH and listened to Penny Kittle
and Thomas Newkirk talk about the
influence of Donald Graves on writing
instruction. They co-edited the book
Children Want to Write, compiling his
writing, research videos, and presentations to teachers and spoke warmly
of their mentor, Don. In chapter one,
they write:
“We used to joke that after a talk, a
line of teachers would wait to speak
to Don. And each one would say
some version of, “I thought that you
were speaking just to me.” That was
his gift, an uncanny sense of empathy
and understanding for the situation

of teachers...Before the advent of No
Child Left Behind, he saw the negative effects of mass testing -- testing
is not teaching, as he claimed in one
of his book titles.
“But more significantly, he could articulate, and even dramatize, the reasons we all went into teaching in the
first place -- the challenge of monitoring the progress of students; respect
for the decision making and reflection (even improvisation) of
thoughtful practice; the rock-solid
belief that student learning is tied to
teacher learning; the need for focus
on the key goals of learning (cutting
through the curricular clutter); and
his belief that no system or program - even those drawn from his own
work -- could predetermine the decisions a teacher must make. He stood
like a rock in the face of anything that
diminished this form of learning. It is
a message more critical now than
when he was presenting three decades ago.”
“So many North Star TCs have
opened spaces for me that have
helped me grow as an educator
and as a human…”


















Ten years into my teaching career
now, I embrace Don Graves message.
I thank those of you who have helped
me get here. I can only hope I can
emulate his “sense of empathy and
understanding for the situation of
teachers” and stand “like a rock” as I
teach my own students through the
lens of Don Graves teachings:
 “Teaching…[is] a form of re-





search; it [is] real intellectual
work” (6).
“...create the “conditions” for
writing to occur and for students
to become invested in their
work” (11).
“Children want to write” (15).
“People want to write” (20).
“...when students cannot write,
they are robbed not only of a valuable tool for expression but of
an important means of developing thinking and reading power as
well” (20).
“A democracy relies heavily on
each individual’s sense of voice,
authority, and ability to communicate desires and information” (20).
“Good teaching does produce
good writing” (21).
“Writing is most important not as
etiquette, not even as a tool, but
as a contribution to the development of a person, no matter
what that person’s background
and talents” (21).
“Writing contributes to intelligence” (21).
“Writing develops courage” (22).
“Inane and apathetic writing is
often the writer’s only means of
self-protection” (22).
“Writing also contributes to reading because writing is the making
of reading” (22).
“Auditory, visual, and kinesthetic
systems are all at work when the
child writes, and all contribute to
greater skill in reading” (23).
“The ability to revise writing for
greater power and economy is
one of the higher forms of reading” (23).
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Opening
Space to Help Others and the Spirit to “Lean In”
by AmberaCounts
by Amy Rasmussen, continued...
Teaching in a Heated Political Climate











“Children want to write before they
want to read” (23).
“Neglect of a child’s expression in
writing limits the understanding the
child gains from reading” (24).
“...if writing is taken seriously, three
months should produce at least seventy-five pages of drafts by students in
the high school years” (26).
“Seldom do people teach well what
they do not practice themselves” (27).
“Children may see adults read and certainly hear them speak, but rarely do
they see adults write” (27).
“A single completed paper may require
six or more conferences of from one to
five minutes each” (29).
“Without information a student has
nothing to write about” (31).
“Writing is the basic stuff of education” (35).

For more educational articles by Amy Rasmussen, check out threeteacherstalk.com.

Newkirk, Thomas, and Penny Kittle, eds. Children Want to Write:
Donald Graves and the Revolution in Children's Writing. Heinemann,
2013.
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New Pathways by Holly Genova
Over the past year, NSTWP participated in a initiative
to design new pathways to leadership in an effort intended to expand teacher leadership for improved
literacy across the U.S. This project began due to direct funding being eliminated from the federal budget
which made the previous model of creating new
Writing Project sites a weak strategy for reaching
teachers in underserved areas. NWP does not want
to abandon its core belief of creating teacher leaders
and professional learning program, but there is a need
to expand the learning community and support new
teachers in becoming teacher leaders in their own
communities.
We worked with sites across the network in designing,
testing, iterating, and disseminating new program
models that would expand NWP communities in order to increase leadership opportunities for teachers
otherwise not being served by a local site. This work
was done in conjunction with a re-engineered
knowledge base site and micro=credentialing system
to ensure that new teacher leaders attain NWP competencies and that successful models continue.

The pathway that was designed by our site is titled
Questions and Quest: a New Journey to Leadership.
The goal of our design is to extend the reach of our
programs with school districts, in order to create
"hubs" of TCs whose work is coherent with NWP beliefs, principles, and practices. Our hope is that professional learning designed to fit local contexts, combined with deliberate capacity-building efforts, will
serve as a catalyst to develop future teacher leaders
who are able to respond to individual school and/or
district needs.
We noticed that when we establish strong district and
campus partnerships that allow us to serve educators
in these various roles, we are able to build on local
strengths, integrate our work with other initiatives,
and focus on local student learning needs. When we
pay attention to local contexts, we can help them
build capacity. We realize that an educator's first priority is to fulfill responsibilities on their home campuses, and these responsibilities, for many reasons, are

all-consuming. Many of these educators do not have time
for evening or weekend activities Our goal in these partnerships is to build local capacity to sustain the work into
the future, even after we are no longer working on the
campus.
In designing this pathway we have worked with teachers
in Keller and Lewisville with a focus on inquiry with deliberate capacity-building efforts, in order to serve as a catalyst to develop future teacher leaders who are able to
respond to individual school and/or district needs.
We began by building coherence through four big questions.
We began by building coherence through four big questions.
Who are we?
 Community of writers
 Teachers
 Leaders
 Agents of inquiry
What are we about? What is our shared focus?
What matters to us? What differences make a difference?

How do we work together?
 Writing and reading
 Collaborating
 The FTN Cycle
 Advocating for kids

This leads to the work around the Four Questions becoming the essence, the heart of North Star work, rather than
whether or not people enter through the Invitational
Summer Institute.
Continued on next page...
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New Pathways by Holly Genova, continued...
Currently, we hope to continue our new pathway, Questions and Quest, locally and documenting our progress. As
we work, the end goal will be to build a pathway that is reproducible at a different site across the network. If you
feel as though your district would be interested in working with NSTWP to build teacher leaders, please contact Dr.
Wickstrom or Dr. Patterson.

“Heirloom” by Amber Counts, September 2016

I sit at my grandmother’s vanity,
And her eyes stare back at me.
Well, not her eyes, exactly –
Mine lack that degree of warmth –
Her twinkle of wisdom –
But the knitted eyebrows are there –
Furrows that rise into dramatic peaks
When worried about my family
Or relax into sophisticated arches
When at peace,
Over pools of empathic blue.
I used to open the drawers
And peer inside with the excitement
Only a child can muster at the wonders within –
Lipstick tubes made of metal from long ago,
Dramatically Different Moisturizing Lotion
And the trial-size gifts with purchase
That accompanied it,
Wrinkle creams that were utterly unnecessary
On the smoothest, kindest face.
Beauty from within belied the years,
As youth was always a state of mind.

My arms rest on the smooth edge
Of the worn, wooden top
Where the paint has eroded away
Under decades of graceful arms resting there –
Arms that wrapped around me
In hugs that enveloped me in love,
And it pains me that those embraces
Live only in my memory.
So I place my arms alongside the ghosts of hers
And wonder:
Will my arms mean as much to the world?

North Star knows that amazing moments are happening in classrooms
across the Metroplex, and we encourage you to publish – not only in
our NSTWP newsletter, but to a wider audience as well. Here are some
links to publications that will help you share your expertise with the
world!

NCTE Journals: see www.ncte.org
English Journal

http://www.ncte.org/journals/ej/calls

Language Arts

http://www.ncte.org/journals/la/call

Voices from the Middle

http://www.ncte.org/journals/vm/call

International Literacy Association
Journal of Adolescent and Adult Literacy
The Reading Teacher

http://qap2.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/journal/10.1002/(ISSN)19362706/homepage/ForAuthors.html
http://www.reading.org/general/publications/journals/RT.aspx

Texas Journals
TCTELA (Texas NCTE Affiliate) - English in

http://www.tctela.org/english-in-texas/

TALE (Texas IRA Affiliate) – Texas Journal
for Literacy Education

http://www.texasreaders.org/journal.html

Please stop teaching poetry units! Why? I teach English
to seniors. This is it. They are about to go out into the world as adults,
and most of them think of poetry as some icky genre that’s separate
from all other writing—something difficult to understand and painful
to analyze. Teachers inadvertently reinforce these notions when they
teach poetry in “units,” separate from other works of prose and nonfiction. I spend a great deal of time convincing students that poetry is
all around them, daily, in the music they listen to and even in the way
they choose the best words to compose a Tweet. They should be exposed to quality poetry as often as possible. Break up a longer work
or study of non-fiction with thematically-related poetry. The crossgenre exploration will reinforce theme, alleviate their fear of poetry,
and teach them that good writing transcends genres. ~Amber Counts
Hello, educators and colleagues! Special thanks to all of our newsletter contributors for this issue. We all have interesting
stories, reflections on teaching experiences or strategies, creative writing pieces, lesson plan ideas, or upcoming opportunities to share. If you would like to have a piece published in the next newsletter, please send it in according to the schedule
listed below. I am looking for anything that will help your fellow educators or inspire them in some way. Let’s make this a
great resource for our writing and teaching community!

Send entries to: ambercounts@gmail.com
Submissions due: by February 28th, May 31st, August 31st, and November 30th
Corresponding Publication dates: On or around: March 5th, June 5th, September 5th and December 5th

